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Uncertainty in Competitive Bidding – A Framework for Product-service
Systems
Because of servitisation, manufacturing companies are increasingly required to
compete through the provision of services around their products. The contracts for
these services are often allocated through competitive bidding where the potential
suppliers submit a price bid to the customer. The pricing decision is influenced by
various uncertainties. This paper proposes a conceptual framework depicting these
influencing uncertainties on the bidding strategy. This framework is based on three
empirical studies with industry investigating different viewpoints on the decisionmaking process. The intention is to support the pricing decision when competitively
bidding for a service contract. The framework can be applied to specific competitive
bidding situations to identify the influencing uncertainties, model them and depict
their influences on the pricing decision.
Keywords: uncertainty, bidding strategy, competitive bidding, pricing, decision
making

1. Introduction
Sustainable production and consumption have become more important internationally
which has led to the transformation of market structures and competitive situations into the
direction of servitisation, i.e. the provision of services as opposed to products [Baines et
al., 2009; Neely, 2008; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003]. Based on Vargo and Lusch, a service
is defined as the use of specialised competences through its application in processes,
activities and performances to achieve a benefit [Vargo and Lusch, 2004; Maguire et al.,
2012]. As such, a product-service system is a marketable, integrated combination of
products and services, which extends the traditional functionality of a product by
incorporating additional services [Baines et al., 2009; Aurich et al., 2006]. Examples are
the supply of the number of flying hours for an aircraft [BAE, 2012] and the support of a
submarine through life [Rolls-Royce, 2011a]. This means that companies that traditionally
design and manufacture long-life products now compete through the provision of a service.
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These companies face a high level of uncertainty due to the novelty of the process
and the long-term nature of services. For example, in Rolls-Royce’s Flotilla Support
Programme for their submarines service contracts have been agreed until 2017 [RollsRoyce, 2011b]. For this research uncertainty is defined as a potential deficiency in any
phase or activity of the process, which can be characterised as not definite, not known, or
not reliable [Soanes, 2005; Huyse and Walters, 2001]. Within this context, forecasting can
be used to reduce this uncertainty and support decision-making [Durango-Cohen and
Yano, 2011; Lawrence et al., 2006]. An example is the estimation of the maintenance cost
of a product [Fornasiero et al., 2012]. However, due to the nature of forecasting and the
impossibility to predict the future exactly, the treatment of uncertainty is crucial.
As a consequence, it is difficult for companies to determine an appropriate price
bid for the service, which will enable them to win the contract as well as make a profit
[Chapman et al., 2000; Hua et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012]. The uncertainty at the bidding
stage can be related to e.g. the cost-estimate for fulfilling the contract, which may be based
on different assumptions about the future. Examples are the price of spare parts and the
inflation rate on the financial markets [Viceira, 2012]. Figure 1 shows an example of a cost
estimate for fulfilling the contract requirements and the included uncertainty in the form of
a forecast range [Tay and Wallis, 2000].
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Figure 1: Example of a cost estimate and a possible price bid
At the bidding stage, the decision maker has to select one point within the given range as a
price bid to communicate to the customer. One example is marked in Figure 3. Choosing a
price that is too high may result in being underbid by competitors and, thus, potential loss
of business [Yiu and Tam, 2006]. A too low price may influence the customer’s perception
of the service quality and, thus, be rejected [Huang and Lin, 2011; Freedman, 1988] or
result in the failure to recover the costs or produce a profit [Monroe, 2002]. To make a
pricing decision based on the previously estimated costs of the service contract, the
decision maker has to understand;


the uncertainty in the cost estimate, and



other uncertainties that influence the bidding success and the fulfilment of the
service contract.

This paper proposes a conceptual framework that aims at supporting companies that offer
services in making their pricing decision under uncertainty in a competitive bidding
situation. The framework displays the influencing uncertainties on the bidding strategy and
pricing decision. The purpose of this framework is to support companies to identify the key
uncertainties that influence their pricing decision and use this to analyse and manage them.
4

2. Literature Review - Competitive bidding in services
Literature in service operations research often highlights the importance of both the service
price and quality in the decision-making processes at the competitive bidding stage [Yang
et al., 2009; Agrawal and Seshadri, 2000; Freedman, 1988]. Particularly, the management
of the service quality has received high interest in research [Holschbach and Hofmann,
2011]. The general consensus is that higher service quality may result in a higher customer
satisfaction, which may lead to increased intention for repurchase [Holschbach and
Hofmann, 2011; Heskett et al., 2008].
Literature describing the decision-making processes when bidding for a service
contract typically focus on one specific influencing aspect. For example, a large body of
research describes the importance of the customer, highlighting the influence of the
relationship to the customer [van der Valk et al., 2009], the experience form previous
service contracts on the outcome of the decision process [Holschbach and Hofmann,
2011], the level of trust between the two parties [Coughlan et al., 2011] and the influence
on the customer’s intention for purchase.
Other literature focuses on the importance of the supplier’s position in the
competitive environment [Lewis et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011]. Typical areas of interest are
the company’s identification of a competitive advantage to aid the strategic decisionmaking process. Approaches highlighting the uncertainty in this process, particularly for
service contracts, have stated that this can be reduced through the contract design [Su and
Mukhopadhyay, 2012; Enquist et al., 2011]. Thus, the contract between customer and
supplier can include an agreement on business performance.
Each of these approaches highlights one specific aspect and its consideration in the
decision-making process at the competitive bidding stage for service contracts. Some
literature highlights connections between the described aspects. For example, Grönroos
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and Helle [2010] describe how a competitive advantage can be defined through improved
customer relationships. However, no complete approach or framework was found that
shows the possible influences and the uncertainties influencing the bidding strategy for
service contracts.
Nevertheless, in literature, approaches can be found that support a company’s
business strategy, in other words, these are frameworks that support the formulation of a
company’s long-term vision and performance. In particular, one approach has received a
high level of acceptance and recognition: the Balanced Scorecard [Al-Ashaab et al., 2011;
Afuah, 2009; Haimes, 2009; Rainey, 2003; Adler, 2001; Bontis et al., 1999; Neely, 1999].
The Balanced Scorecard was introduced by Kaplan and Norton [1996] and depicts the
organisational performance of a company or business which is viewed from the following
four perspectives: financial, customer, internal business and learning and growth.
The financial perspective describes the link between the objectives and targets of
the different business units to the financial aims of the company as a whole [Kaplan and
Norton, 1996]. Approaches such as risk management, cost reduction, productivity
improvement, or investment strategy have been described in this context [Tebbens et al.,
2006].
The customer perspective identifies potential customers and market segments the
company operates in [Kaplan and Norton, 1996]. In other words, this perspective delivers
the resources for the achievement of the company’s financial goals. In general, the
marketing department deals with this perspective in problems such as market
segmentation, customer satisfaction, or company image.
The internal business perspective deals with the company’s capabilities and
limitations in the context of the market, identifying the critical processes for achieving the
goals. Ideally, it offers a complete internal process value chain from the innovation
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process, the operations process, to the offering of post-sale services [Afuah, 2009; Kaplan
and Norton, 1996].
The learning and growth perspective describes the future objectives and targets of
the company and its ability to change and improve to achieve its goals within the market. It
provides the basis for achieving ambitious objectives that were identified in the previous
three perspectives namely financial, customer, and internal business.
The Balanced Scorecard can be depicted as a framework with its four perspectives
influencing the company’s vision and business strategy as depicted in Figure 2. It shows
the four perspectives on a company’s business strategy from the approach presented by
Kaplan and Norton [1996].

Figure 2: Framework of Balanced Scorecard with four blank perspectives (adapted from
Kaplan and Norton [1996])
The general framework was used as the basis for the proposed uncertainty framework of
the bidding strategy. The following section describes the methodology of the development
of the proposed framework.

3. Methodology
To submit a competitive bid for a service contract, multiple activities have to be
completed. For example, the service has to be designed, which means that the necessary
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steps that constitute the service are planned and described [Goldstein et al., 2002; Berkley,
1996]. This ensures that a suitable service is provided to the customer [Baines et al., 2009].
In addition, a cost estimate has to be compiled, which describes the cost associated with
the service provision [Monroe, 2002]. This research focuses on the decision-making
processes based on these activities. Thus, this paper does not describe the activities
necessary to define a service design and compile a cost estimate, but focuses on the
decision-making process following these activities. This is depicted in Figure 3. The
creation of a service design and the cost estimate are illustrated as a linear stream due to
the logical causality of these activities (an activity can only be costed once it has been
defined in the service design). It is noteworthy that in practice, these activities often
happen in parallel; however, this difference does not influence the content of this research.
This research focuses on the decision-making process at the competitive bidding stage
based on the described activities, which can be made by e.g. the decision board or project
managers. Thus, the service design and cost estimate form the input into the presented
research.

Figure 3: Decision process of bidding for a service contract
For this research, the assumption is made that a service design exists and a cost estimate is
available. This research assesses the decision process starting with the interpretation of the
cost estimate, in other words it focuses on the use of the cost estimate in the decision
process as depicted by the framed area in Figure 3. The three parts of the decision-making
8

process were investigated in three separate studies.
Table 1 depicts the focus of the three studies with the specific aims and applied method.
Table 1: Focus of three empirical studies
Study focus

Aim

Method

1) Interpretation of
cost estimate

Identification of the approach to displaying uncertain
costing information for the further consideration of the
uncertainty in the decision-making process.

Experimental survey of
practitioners with
questionnaires

2) Influence of
competition

Identification of the difference between the decisionmaking process with and without the existence of
competition.

Experimental survey of
practitioners with
questionnaires

3) Consideration of
uncertainty

Investigation of the main uncertain influences that are
considered in the decision-making process and the amount
of available information about them.

Interview study with
practitioners

The first study investigated the interpretation of the cost estimate and focused on the
influence that different approaches to displaying this information can have on the
interpretation and consideration of the uncertainty connected to it. To examine this topic,
an experimental survey study was conducted in the form of questionnaires because this
method requires a minimal level of interaction between the researcher and participant and,
thus, is bound to a minimal level of bias in the results. Different approaches to displaying
uncertain costing information were shown to different groups of participants and their
reactions were recorded.
The second study investigated the influence that the competitive environment has
on the decision-making process and outcome. To examine this area, a second experimental
study with questionnaires was conducted due to the same reasons as described above. In
this study, two separate questionnaires were given to the same set of participants at
different times to record their reaction to two bidding scenarios which differed in the
existence of competition.
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The third study examined the consideration of the uncertainty connected to the decision
and availability of information at the bidding stage. As the answers may vary between
companies, a more qualitative research method was applied. An interview study was
considered a suitable method as it offers a basis for discussion of the particular aspect of
the decision-making process and it is a flexible way of revealing strategic information.

4 Empirical basis of the framework
The proposed uncertainty framework for competitive bidding was based on three empirical
studies with industrialists. This section describes these studies, their methods and results in
more detail.

4.1 Interpretation of cost estimate
The first experimental study investigated the decision maker’s interpretation of uncertain
costing information. This section presents a summary of the study with regard to the
method and results.
4.1.1 Method
The study was carried out at a one-day conference which was organised by the Society of
Cost Analysis and Forecasting [SCAF] and was attended by costing experts from the UK
aerospace and defence sectors [SCAF, 2011]. Forty-four experts (out of 52 attendees at the
conference) participated in the experiment, in other words they provided answers to both
questionnaires. The participants were assigned to the three groups as follows: 13 to group
A, 15 to B and 16 to C.
The first experimental study tested three approaches to displaying uncertain costing
information, namely a three-point trend forecast, a bar chart with minimum, medium and
maximum estimates, and a fan diagram. These were given to three different groups of
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participants. Figure 4 shows the tested approaches. Each of the graphs displayed past data
on the monthly cost of a raw material, together with the forecasts. It consisted of the same
information and labels providing a forecast scenario with minimum, medium and
maximum values. The cost data was artificially generated so that the observations were
distributed randomly around a linear upward, ‘flat’ or downward trend.
Based on the graphical display, the participants were given questionnaires which
contained a scenario and a set of questions; these were also the same for the three groups.
The scenario presented the participants to be a manager at a company hoping to introduce a
new product. The cost of this product was assumed to be highly dependent on the cost of
the raw material, the forecast of which was presented in the graphs depicted in Figure 4.
This product-focused scenario was used due to expertise and experience of the participants,
which was still product focused at the time the experiment was carried out.

Figure 4: Tested approaches to displaying uncertain costing information
These questions were aimed at the participants’ understanding, interpretation and use of
the presented costing information. In particular, they were asked to give a cost estimate for
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the raw material at two separate points in the future (2014 and 2018), a confidence level
associated with these estimates and their reasoning behind the given values. The answers
for the confidence levels were given as one of six discrete intervals: 0-20%, 21-40%, 4150%, 51-60%, 61-80% and 81-100%. The question about the participants’ reasoning was
asked open-endedly, i.e. they could use their own wording for this question.
The answers were then compared between the three groups to deduce the
participants’ interpretation of the uncertain information as described in the following
section.
4.1.2 Results
Table 2 summarises the participants’ answers regarding the chosen cost estimate,
connected confidence level and reasoning. The values given in Table 2 indicate the most
likely answers, i.e. the ones most frequently observed.
Table 2: Summary of results of first experimental study
Group A

Group B

Group C

Cost estimates

Medium

Medium-high

Medium-high

Confidence level

21-60%

21-40%

0-20%

The most frequently given
reason was: A
conservative answer,
which includes the highest
cost estimate or a point
between medium and high.

The most frequently given
reason was: The existence
and influence of
uncertainty was explicitly
mentioned.

Reasoning

The two most frequently
given reasons were:
 The medium point as the
most likely to occur.
 The subjective
interpretations of the
future development of the
world economy.

The results showed that the decision makers can be influenced in their recognition and
consideration of the uncertainty connected to the cost estimate. In particular, the approach
for displaying the uncertain cost information can influence this subjective decision process.
The three tested approaches were interpreted differently by the costing experts. The
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participants who were presented with the fan diagram were less confident in their estimates
and identified uncertainty as a major factor on the cost estimation outcome. It was most
effective in raising awareness of the uncertainty associated with the decision problem.
Thus, the fan-diagram was used in the second experimental study, presented in the
following section.

4.2 Influence of comeptition
The second experimental study investigated the influence of the competitive environment
on the decision maker and the pricing decision at the bidding stage. Again, first the study
method is described before the results are summarised.
4.2.1 Method
The second experimental study was carried out at a conference of SCAF [SCAF, 2011] and
at a conference of the Association of Cost Engineers [ACostE] [ACostE, 2010]. These are
the two main societies of industrial cost engineers in the UK. Thus, the participants
between the first experimental study presented in Section 4.1 and the second one have
similar characteristics but were not the same. In this study, the total number of returned
questionnaires was 39 for questionnaire 1 and 32 for questionnaire 2 out of which 28 were
traceable, i.e. the participants’ replies for questionnaire 1 and 2 could be compared.
The study tested the influence competition may have on the decision-making
process at the bidding stage. This was undertaken with two questionnaires, each containing
the same general scenario which differed in the existence of competition for the included
service contract. The two questionnaires were handed out with a time difference to prevent
the participants remembering their answers in detail. However, the aim was to keep the
participants in the same decision context to limit the influence of change in emotions or
stress levels [Schwarz, 2000; Cannon-Bowers, 1998].
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The scenario focused on the bidding for a five-year service contract for a lathe
machine and contained a qualitative description of the decision problem and a graphical
display of the cost forecast. For this, a fan diagram was used as this was found to raise
awareness and understanding of the participants with regard to the influence of uncertainty
on the decision outcome (see “group C” in Figure 4). The questions focused on the
following areas: the participants were asked to give a cost estimate for the contract, a first
price bid, a minimum price below which they would not accept the contract and a list of
uncertainties that influenced the participants’ decisions.
4.2.2 Results
Table 3 summarises the results of the experimental study by stating the percentage of
participants who reduced their stated values, raised them or kept them level. In addition the
influencing uncertainties on their decision are listed.
Table 3: Summary of results of second experimental study
Changes between questionnaires 1 and 2
Reduction

Raise

Level

Cost estimate

39.3%

3.6%

57.1%

First price bid

25%

20.8%

51.2%

20.8%

20.8%

58.3%

Minimum price bid

 Market uncertainties: Inflation, future trends, economic changes, technological
development, cost increases in material costs and spare parts.
 Uncertainties in cost estimation: Inaccuracy of cost estimate, uncertainty of
bounding the estimate, uncertainty in labour rates, uncertainty in maintenance
costs.
Influencing
uncertainties

 Product uncertainties: Performance of machine, aging, risk of failures, experience
with machine.
 Competition uncertainty: Risk of loss of contract, competitors’ experience with
machine.
 Customer-related uncertainties: Utilisation rates of the machine, future contracts
and further orders.

In total, 67.9% of the participants changed one of the three values. The results show that
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the participants changed their decision when competition was introduced to the bidding
scenario; however, the direction of that change was very uncertain. Based on the study
results, it is hard to predict a decision maker’s reaction to the existence of competition for
the service contract. In addition, the participants were able to express the uncertainties that
influenced their decision-making process. Each of the five categories named in Table 3
should be included in a framework depicting the uncertainties at the competitive bidding
stage.

4.3 Consideration of uncertainty
The third empirical study was an interview study which investigated the whole pricing
decision-making process as highlighted in Figure 3, i.e. the interpretation of the cost
estimate, the further consideration of uncertainty and the influence of the competitive
environment. The aim of this study was to investigate the availability of relevant
information in the decision-making process on the supplier’s side.
4.3.1 Method
The interview study was carried out over a period of one year during the rebound period
after the global economic recession of 2008-09. The interview was standardised and openended which means that the wording and sequence of questions was determined in
advance. Thus, each interviewee was asked the same questions in the same order. The
answers were not recorded as most interviewees were from organisations in the defence
sector or not comfortable with recording. However, the researcher undertaking the study
took notes during the process, which were returned to the participants after the interview
for confirmation and validation to ensure the correctness of the given information
[Robinson et al., 2007].
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The nine interviews participating in this study were from the following sectors:
four interviewees were from aerospace and defence, two from engineering, and one each in
research, information technology, and construction. The interviewees were involved in the
preparation of competitive bids for their companies, in particular for services that were
product-centred, both of tangible products, such as buildings or airplanes, and intangible
products, such as computer software or the outcome of a research project [Vargo and
Lusch, 2008; Hill, 1999].
The interviews were semi-structured, i.e. the wording and sequence of questions
was determined in advance, thus, each interviewee was asked the same questions in the
same order. They followed a standardised procedure with open questions that investigated
the input information for the pricing decision and bidding strategy. In particular, the
questions investigating the input information examined the available information about the
competitors and the customer. The questions about the competitors focused on the
knowledge of their identity, their cost estimates for the service contracts to be bid for, the
availability of possible special technology, and the decision makers’ consideration of this
information in the decision-making process. The questions investigating the input
information about the customer focused on the customer’s bidding strategy, the past
relationship between the bidding company and the customer, their future needs and the
decision makers’ consideration of this information in the decision-making process. The
results are described in the next section.
4.3.2 Results
The available information concerning the customer considered their bidding strategy (in
particular their budget limitations and their evaluation criteria of the competitive bids) and
their possible future needs. The answers regarding the customer’s bidding strategy
indicated two categories: either they were communicated during the bidding process, i.e.
16

their budget limitations and evaluation criteria were included in the bidding material, or
they could be assessed during a “getting-to-know-the-client” process. Of the nine
interviewees, four stated that the customer’s bidding strategy was communicated, two said
it could be assessed, and three said it varied between these two categories depending on the
kind of customer. The assessment of the customer’s future needs caused different reactions
from the interviewees. One part (seven out of nine interviewees) stated that this was
important part of the bid compilation process because it could lead to follow-up work and
future relations. The other two interviewees highlighted that possible future needs would
be very speculative, and, thus, not included in the bid-compiling process.
Regarding the competitors, the interviewees were asked whether they would know
their identities for the specific bidding situation, their cost estimates and their available
technology/knowledge. Depending on the bidding process, the competitors’ identities may
be known. For example, if the bidding process included two stages, where the suppliers
first had to express their interest in the contract to be shortlisted for the submission of a
competitive bid, the competitors would usually know each other’s identity. If this was not
the case, the interviewees indicated that they may have a “pretty good” idea due to their
experience about who would be capable of dealing with the requirements. In other cases,
particularly bidding in new market segments where their experience is limited, they would
not be able to identify possible competitors at all.
Depending on the bidder’s knowledge of their competitors’ identity, they would
also be able to identify probable values for the competitors’ cost estimates and their
available technology as presented in Table 4. If the competitors’ identity is not known or
knowable, the remaining two points would also not be known. The competitors’ cost
estimates are not usually known to the bidding company, which was confirmed by all
interviewees. However, there are different levels of speculation. Based on previous
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experiences, a “ballpark” or top level deduction may be known. Another possibility was
the knowledge of cost details such as salaries based on information obtained from previous
employees of the competitor.
A common answer regarding the competitors’ available technology was that it was
known as the competitors advertise themselves on e.g. the internet or have other publicity
in e.g. newspapers. This was stated by seven of the nine interviewees. Two interviewees
stated that this aspect of the competitors is knowable due to the decision maker’s
experience in the area. Thus, it can be summarised that, particularly when a company is
bidding in a market sector they have had experience in, they know their potential
competitors and are able to characterise them.
Table 4: Available information about the competitors at the bidding stage
Identity of competitors

Value of competitors’
cost estimates
Competitors’
availability of
technology and/or
knowledge

Known

Knowable

Not
known

Total

7

7

2

Top level costs

6

6

6

-

Cost details

2

2

2

-

No

2

1

2

2

Known

6

6

4

-

Knowable

3

2

3

-

Not known

2

-

-

2

These studies were used to induce the framework depicting the uncertainty influencing the
pricing decision at the competitive bidding stage. This is described in the following
section.

4.4 Combination into a framework
To derive a framework depicting the uncertainties influencing the decision-making process
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at the competitive bidding stage for service contracts, the results of the three empirical
studies presented in Section 4 were taken as a basis. Table 5 summarises the results.
Table 5: Summary of the results of the three empirical studies
Study focus

Method

Results

The uncertainty from the cost estimate and the approach to
Experimental survey
1) Interpretation
presenting this information influences the decision maker’s
of practitioners with
of cost estimate
perception of the uncertainty connected to it and the inclusion of
questionnaires
this perception in the decision-making process.
The influencing uncertainties can be categorised as follows:
 Context related: service requirements, product specifications and
performance, market and economy
2) Influence of
competition

Experimental survey
of practitioners with
questionnaires

 Company related: cost estimate, expanded contract portfolio of
the bidding company
 Customer related: budget limitations, possible future contracts
with customer
 Competition related: competitors’ identities, competitors’
experience with similar services
The influencing uncertainties can be categorised as follows:
 Company related: service design, cost estimate, expanded
contract portfolio of the bidding company

3) Consideration Interview study with
of uncertainty
practitioners

 Customer-related: budget limitations, evaluation criteria for the
bids
 Competition-related: Competitors’ identities, cost estimates,
available technology/knowledge, experience with similar
services

The first experimental study focused on the uncertainty arising from the cost estimate and
the decision maker’s interpretation of it. It was found that the uncertainty connected to the
cost estimate forms an important influence on the decision-making process at the
competitive bidding stage.
In the second empirical study further uncertainties were identified to influence the
pricing decision. These can be categorised according to their relation to the service
contract and bidding company into company-related, context-related, customer-related and
competition-related uncertainties. Company-related uncertainties include the cost estimate
and the contract portfolio of the bidding company, i.e. other possibilities to secure profit.
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Context-related uncertainties are connected to the service requirements, the product
specifications and performance, and the uncertainties connected to the specific market and
the economy in general. Another important influence is the customer, in particular their
budget limitation and the possibility of future contracts. Further uncertainties include the
identities of the competitors for the specific service contract and their experience with
similar services.
This was supported with the results of the third empirical study, i.e. the interviews
with industry. Using the same classification as for second experimental study, the
influencing uncertainties can be summarised as follows. The influences mentioned by the
interview participants confirmed some of the uncertainties identified by the first and
second experimental studies. Further company-related uncertainties include the service
design. Furthermore, the customer’s criteria for evaluating the competitive bids were
named as an influencing uncertainty. The uncertainties related to the competition were
named as the competitors’ identities, their cost estimates - or the bidding company’s
assessment of them, and the competitors’ available technology or knowledge.
This means that the uncertainties identified through the empirical studies can be
grouped into four influencing factors. Comparing these results to the Balanced Scorecard
described in Section 2, the names of these factors can be identified. The context-related
uncertainties can be described more accurately as the service contract conditions. The
company-related uncertainties can be named as the internal company processes, as they
include all the activities necessary to be able to submit a competitive bid. The customer
and competitor-related uncertainties can be referred to simply as the “customer” and the
“competitors”. Thus, the four factors for the uncertainties influencing the bidding strategy
are: the service contract conditions, the internal company processes, the customer and the
competitors.
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The service contract conditions form the context of the bidding situation including
the contract and the service requirements. The contract requirements are defined by the
contract type with the negotiation style, the payment method, and the contract scope. The
negotiation style of a contract describes, for example, if there is a first round where only
the lowest price bids will be accepted for further negotiation [Lehman, 1986]. The payment
method defines what sort of price bid is required: a fixed contract price or a cost-plus
payment [Tseng et al., 2009; Paul and Gutierrez, 2005]. These two characteristics can be
expected to be set by the customer in advance and be influenced by industry standards and
customs. The contract scope describes what is included in the contract, in other words what
decision rights and organisational activities are transferred to the supplier [Sorrell, 2007].
The service requirements include the problem description for which the customer is
seeking a solution with the service contract. They define the specific service to be bid for.
The internal company processes consider the capabilities and limitations of the
bidding company such as their ability to deal with a contract of the required complexity. If
it cannot fulfil a contract of the quality or quantity asked for, the process may result in the
decision not to bid [de Boer et al., 2001]. Values and issues raised can influence essential
points of the bidding process. The central aspect of this factor is the creation of a service
design and the cost forecast for the service contract being bid for.
Similar to the potential suppliers, the customer can be expected to have a bidding
strategy [Tulloch, 1980; Harrington Jr., 2009]. This includes the customer’s budget limits,
their long-term business goals, short-term contract goals, and the customer’s evaluation of
the service quality. The bidding company may be able to base its decision on the past
relationship with the customer and the possibility of a future relationship.
On the single contract level, the existence of competitors is not abstract and
anonymous as it is on the level of business strategy. For a specific contract, the number
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and identity of the competing companies may be known or knowable. Furthermore, the
portfolio of supplied products and services is usually marketed by a company which means
that it is known to competing companies. Given this level of knowledge, the bidding
company may evaluate its competitive advantage for the specific service contract.

5. Uncertainty framework for competitive bidding
The uncertainty arising from the four factors influencing the bidding strategy, service
contract conditions, internal company processes, customer, and competitors can be
summarised in a conceptual framework which is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Uncertainty framework for bidding strategy
Figure 5 indicates that the factors can be interlinked. For example, if the bidding company
is uncertain about the service requirements (service contract conditions), the service design
and cost forecast (internal company processes) may be more uncertain. The framework
highlights the most important uncertainties as identified during the three empirical studies.
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The following section describes how the uncertainty in each of the four factors can be
characterised.
The uncertainties within these four factors can be characterised according to their
level of severity. Four different levels of uncertainty have been distinguished, namely
deterministic (level 1), set (level 2), interval (level 3) and ignorance (level 4) [Courtney,
2001]. Under level-1 uncertainty, the future is sufficiently clear so that the outcome is
predictable enough for a confident decision. In level 2, a set of possible future outcomes
can be distinguished, one of them will occur. Under level-3 uncertainty, a range of possible
future outcomes may occur, i.e. the outcome can be bound between a maximum and a
minimum value. The highest level of uncertainty is characterised by total ignorance
[Walker et al., 2003; Ayyub, 2004] where the future outcomes can be described as
unknown and unknowable. These four levels are used to describe the uncertainty in the
conceptual framework.

5.1 Service contract conditions
The service contract conditions define aspects such as the general bidding process,
payment method, and the contract scope which can cause uncertainty in the bidding
process. These are either subject to conduct of the market segment, the particular customer,
or they are defined prior to the bidding procedure.
The service requirements may be subject to uncertainty particularly when the
customer is not able to define or even indicate them precisely. This uncertainty is usually
accounted for with the bidding process. In cases where the service requirements are clear
[Baines et al.] to the point that the customer knows the aims of the service and can
communicate them precisely, there is little uncertainty connected to them. In cases where
the service requirements may be unclear, e.g. the customer can only define the service aims
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vaguely or the way of communication leaves the bidding supplier uncertain, the bidding
process usually includes some form of negotiation. This means that this uncertainty can be
reduced through further communication and discussion with the customer.
Further uncertainty is the product performance which includes, for example, the
utilisation rate of the serviced product or the service history such as previous repairs. In
cases where the bidding process includes negotiation, the bidding company may obtain
information regarding these influences. In other cases, the contract may include
specifications such as maximum utilisation rates which limit the uncertainty. However, due
to the phenomenological character of this influence, the uncertainty cannot be reduced
completely. For example, the customer may not be able to forecast with complete certainty
how much they will use or need to use the product in 5 years. Thus, there is uncertainty
regarding the product performance at the bidding stage, the level of this uncertainty may
vary due to contractual commitments.
In addition, market and economic uncertainties can influence the service contract
conditions over the contract period. These uncertainties can include possible legal changes,
the economic situation in general, and the specific market segment. Assuming that they are
assessed over the period of the service contract, they can usually be bound to an interval of
possible future values; however, it is also possible that the bidding company has to act
under ignorance concerning these aspects. In general both parties, the customer and the
bidding supplier, have an incentive to reduce the uncertainties of the service contract
conditions to establish a service that fulfils their needs best [Goldberg, 1977; Yee and
Korba, 2003; Tung and Lin, 2005; Bajari et al., 2008].

5.2 Internal company processes
The uncertainties within the factor of the internal company processes can be connected to
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the service design, the cost estimate and the company’s contract situation. The bidding
company may be uncertain about the service design, in other words the activities to fulfil
the service requirements. The service design forms a basis for the cost estimate and the
pricing decision process (see Figure 3). Thus, the uncertainty connected to these two
aspects of the internal company perspective are interlinked, however, not mutually
exclusive. Important assumptions, that had to be made, include, for example, the
customer’s utilisation rates of the serviced machine, the frequency of necessary repairs,
and the duration of maintenance activities. The connected uncertainty to the service design
may vary depending on the available information about the service activities. However, it
is unlikely that a company would be included in the bidding process if it had no experience
in the area, in other words if it was ignorant of the service design.
In cost-based pricing, the cost estimate is an important influence on the price bid as
it forms the basis of the estimation of the profit and price connected to the service contract
to be bid for. The uncertainty connected to the cost estimate may be depicted explicitly in
the form of a range or is included implicitly through assumptions that may not prove true.
For a pricing decision, the uncertainty connected to the cost estimate arises from the
decision maker’s interpretation of the modelled results [Kreye et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2007]. Thus, it is typically of an epistemic nature and caused by a lack of information
about the future.
The uncertainty connected to the company’s contract portfolio can be influenced by
the bidding company and forms the context of current and future decisions. For example, a
company can influence what percentage of its contract portfolio it would earn through
short-term consultancy agreements or through long-term capability contracts. Through the
empirical studies, the contract portfolio was identified to be of less importance in the
decision process than the uncertainty arising from the cost estimate. However, it can
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influence the strategic evaluation of the price bid particularly in the formulation of the
minimum bid. The contract situation is only examined for the implementation period of the
service contract to be bid for. Depending on the usual contract length, the level of the
uncertainty is either deterministic (level 1), if the company holds many long-term
contracts, or it can only be bound as an interval (level 3), if the company maintains a
majority of short-term contracts. If the bidding company holds a portfolio of contracts, the
uncertainty level can also be described as a set (level 2).

5.3 Customer
The uncertainty connected to the customer can arise from their budget constraints, their
evaluation criteria for the submitted bids and possible future needs. If the customer’s
budget limit is communicated, it may still cause the bidding company to be uncertain
regarding its enforcement [Leopoulos and Kirytopoulos, 2004]. For example, a customer
may award their service contracts typically 5% lower than the stated budget or may be
willing to pay more if the benefits are considered worth it. This means that, where the
budget is communicated, there is still a low level of uncertainty connected to it. If the
customer’s budget limit is not communicated, the bidding company may still be able to put
boundaries to it using experience. The experience may be based on analysis of the
customer’s previous bidders selection for similar projects in order to recognise observable
patterns. If this experience is not available (for example when entering a new market
sector), the bidding company is ignorant towards the customer’s budget limit and cannot
model this uncertainty to include it in their decision process.
A similar pattern can be followed for the uncertainty arising from the customer’s
evaluation criteria. These may be communicated in different levels of detail. In some
cases, they may be communicated in a quantitative way stating clearly the importance each
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aspect of the bid would receive. In this case, there is a small level of uncertainty connected
to the customer’s evaluation criteria. In other cases, the criteria may only be communicated
in a qualitative way, for example stating the mandatory and optional service requirements.
In this case, the uncertainty connected to the customer’s evaluation criteria can be
characterised as level 2 – set. The bidding company has information about the mandatory
service criteria; however, it is still uncertain about the relative importance of the different
requirements in relation to each other. Particularly regarding the optional characteristics,
the bidding company may remain uncertain as to which options would give them a
competitive advantage. If the criteria are not communicated but the bidding company has
experience with this customer, they may be able to bound the relative importance of the
different service characteristics in an interval. The spread of the interval then depends on
the amount of experience. If the bidding company does not have any previous experience
with the customer and the criteria are not communicated, it may be ignorant about them.
In addition, uncertainty may arise from the customer’s future needs regarding other
related services. Being awarded a particular service contract may open further
opportunities with this customer. Including possible future benefits into the proposed bid,
may raise its perceived quality by the customer and thus give the bidding company a
competitive advantage. In general, all four levels of uncertainty are possible depending on
the particular market segment and time horizon under consideration. The market sector
may be rich in information and slow-moving which means that the future development of
the customer can be predicted (level 1 – deterministic). In other cases, the customer may
plan to explore new market segments which would increase the uncertainty (level 2 – set).
The bidding company may be able to bound this uncertainty (level 3– interval). However,
the bidding company may include the customer’s future needs when they expect to gain a
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competitive advantage. The uncertainties would then consist of set (level 2) or interval
(level 3).

5.4 Competitors
The uncertainty arising from the competitors is typically connected to the identification of
the competitors for the particular service contract and an evaluation of their most likely
bid. In some cases, the competitors’ identity is communicated during the bidding process
which means that there is a low level of uncertainty connected to this aspect as they might
decide not to bid. If this is not the case, the bidding company has to assess their identity
based on its experience in the market segment. In this case, the level of uncertainty
connected to the competitors’ identity may be either set (company has experience in the
area but no specific information regarding the competitors’ identity) or ignorance
(company has no experience in the area).
If the identity of the competitors is not known or knowable, no further knowledge
about their possible behaviour is available. In this case, all further assumptions about the
competitors have to be made under ignorance.
If the identity of the competitors is or can be known, a top-level guess of their
estimated costs may be used. This means that the level of uncertainty arising from the
competitors’ cost estimates may be bound in an interval. This leads to a high level of
uncertainty connected to the competitors’ cost estimates which is connected to the fact that
the bidding company knows less about the competitors’ cost estimates than about their
own. However, the information or experience that is available can be used to guide the
competitiveness of one’s own price bid.
The availability of certain technology or knowledge to a competitor may give them
a competitive advantage in that they may be able to offer a better service quality or a
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cheaper price (or both). The competitors usually advertise these aspects in the public
domain on e.g. their homepage or the newspaper which means that the availability of the
competitors’ technologies or knowledge is assessable for the bidding company. This
suggests that, when the competitors’ identity is known, the uncertainty connected to their
available technology and/or knowledge is low (level 1- deterministic).
The competitors’ experience with similar services can be an important influence on
their suitability for the service contract. The uncertainty connected to this can either be
described as level 4 – ignorance if the bidding company does not have any experience in
the market sector and hence does not know the competitors background, or as level 3 –
interval if the company does have experience but lacks detailed information about their
competitors’ experience.

6. Discussion and validation
This paper presented a conceptual framework of the factors which can influence the
pricing decision at the bidding stage for service contracts. Based on three empirical studies
four factors were identified and the uncertainties within these four factors were described
and characterised with regard to their cause and level of severity.
The framework was related to theory in the area of business strategy. Particularly,
the Balanced Scorecard framework described by Kaplan and Norton [1996] was used as a
basis for the uncertainty framework introduced in this paper. The main criticism of the
Balanced Scorecard is its static projection of a company’s business strategy [Norreklit,
2000; Mooraj et al., 1999]. In other words, it offers a momentary representation of the
company’s objectives, targets and performance measures without giving a history or
indication of future development. Similarly, the uncertainty framework introduced in this
paper offers a static, momentary picture of the uncertainties influencing the pricing
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decision. However, the aim of this framework is to offer a conceptual basis to support the
decision process at the bidding stage. In other words, it represents the uncertainty at the
moment of making the pricing decision.
The described uncertainty framework is applicable to product-centred services that
are highly complex, long-lived, delivered from business to business (B2B) and allocated in
a competitive environment. Nonetheless, it may also be applicable to services of low
complexity such as consultancy. However, to test and validate this broader applicability,
further research has to be done.
To validate this framework, it is proposed to use multiple industrial case studies in
the area of competitive bidding for complex service contracts. Depending on the specific
service contract and bidding context, one or more of the four factors may be emphasised
and receive more importance by the bidding company. For example, imaging a competitive
bidding scenario where the bidding company has had a long experience with the customer
and has a high expertise for providing the specific service. In this case, the bidding
company might emphasis the uncertainty connected to their competitors and their possible
bids. In contrast, if the bidding company bids for a specific service where it does not have
a high level of experience in, it might value the uncertainty connected to the service
contract conditions (particularly the requirements) or the customer of higher importance.
Hence, the uncertainty framework described in this paper will be validated with multiple
case studies in various industrial sectors.

7. Conclusions and managerial implications
This paper proposed a conceptual framework depicting the uncertainties influencing the
pricing decision at the competitive bidding stage. These uncertainties were summarised in
four factors, namely the service contract conditions, internal company processes, customer
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and competitors.
The framework can be applied by industry to different service contracts which are
allocated through competitive bidding. In particular, the framework can form the basis of
the bidding company’s evaluation of the importance of the four factors for the specific
service contract bidding scenario. Based on this evaluation, the efforts for the collection of
necessary information to support the bidding decision can be directed and managed.
Through this framework, industrial decision makers can eliminate contracts from further
consideration in their portfolio and identify contracts that deserve further attention in the
bid compilation process.
Using industrial case study data, the framework can form the basis of uncertainty
modelling activities to support the decision-making process at the competitive bidding
stage. Particularly the uncertainty connected to the customer and the competitors can be
modelled to obtain the probability of winning the contract. This can be depicted in contrast
to the probability of making a profit which can be obtained from the uncertainty connected
to the cost estimate. The probability of winning the contract and the probability of making
a profit can be included in a decision matrix to depict the trade-offs between the two
functions and guide the selection of a suitable price bid for the specific service contract.
This will form the next steps in this research project.
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